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12th March 2000 Theo Todman
EDITORIAL

Well, this is the 100th issue of Commensal – maybe we should be celebrating ! I’ve
only been editor since issue 84, and as a SIG member for a few issues before that.
Can anyone enlighten us on the full history of the SIG, and how you think it’s faring
given its initial aims ? Normally I have a small swarm of new members to announce,
but this time we have only one. I hope this doesn’t indicate an impending crisis.
Anyway, a very special welcome to Neil McAlister, who has instantly become active
on PDGList.

PDGList

Talking of which, we now have 38 members. Discussions continue to be brisk and
entertaining. There does seem to have been something of a quietening down from
those of you who are not on-line. Apart from the irrepressible Albert Dean, nothing
has appeared from those of you who were wont to contribute. Where are you ?

As a reminder, to join PDGList you need first of all to log on to http://www.onelist.com

and sign up to Onelist. Then you need to apply to join PDGList itself. You can do this
by initially doing a search on “pdglist” and then following instructions. Alternatively,
and quicker (though you will thereby miss out on all the wonders of Onelist !), you
can go directly to http://www.onelist.com/subscribe/pdglist – again, you will need to join
Onelist first (it will prompt you). Either way, I then need to accept your application.
Once accepted, whenever anyone posts anything to the list, you will automatically
receive an emailed copy of the posting. To post something yourself, just email to
pdglist@onelist.com and everyone on the list will receive a copy.  Why not give it a go ?

Incidentally, I’ve posted the back issues of Commensal (since issue 84) to the PDG
Onelist site (http://www.onelist.com/files/pdglist/Commensal/). They are only accessible to
PDGList members (and then only if you have MS Word 97 or a word-processor that
can convert from this format). But, it’s a start.

PDG Conference 2000

Roger Farnworth has kindly volunteered to organise the 2nd PDG conference at
Braziers Park. It is from Friday 5th – Sunday 7th May 2000. I would encourage as
many of you as possible to attend. Last year’s conference was enjoyable for all who
attended and we want to build on that foundation.

The principles are the same as last year. The conference should be highly
participatory, with a good number of attendees willing to present a paper. Don’t be
frightened by this – we’re a small, friendly crowd (the maximum capacity is of the
order of 20 – 30) and non-speakers are as welcome as the more voluble, though,
clearly, if no-one has anything to say, nothing will be said. While bookings should be
made directly with the conference centre (see details below) as we’re short of time, if

http://onelist.com/
http://onelist.com/subscribe/pdglist
mailto:pdglist@onelist.com
http://onelist.com/subscribe/pdglist
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you do want to speak, or have views on what should be spoken about, please phone
Roger on 01208 821 544 or phone or write to me.
Roger’s proposals are that, as last year, we start on the Friday night with a fairly light-
hearted debate. His first thoughts were to debate “What is Philosophy ?” – with me as
one of the protagonists and someone else as the other – this is fine by me – anyone
want to volunteer. Alternatively, we could try to debate the thesis “Does Science Tell
The Truth ?”, which was the subject of a recent and very stimulating debate I attended
at King’s College Cambridge. I’d be quite interested to take either side in a debate on
the question “Is the Truth Out There ?”. Any sparring partner want to volunteer ?

Roger suggests that Saturday should be devoted to the core subject of Ethics. He will
start us off with a paper entitled “what is man for ?”, in which he will touch on both
Kant and Mill, and on Absolute Values and Aristotle’s ideas of virtue. Roger is then
hopeful that Leslie Haddow will be able to treat us to a further instalment of his
question of “what are people for ?” – which turns out to be quite a different debate
about the assumptions that lie behind public policy when decisions about whole
populations or sectors of society have to be made. Finally, we look to a volunteer to
round off the morning with a practical ethical question, a real problem that needs
resolving.

Saturday afternoon affords us the opportunity to explore the countryside around
Braziers Park, weather permitting, or otherwise enjoy informal conversation. In the
late afternoon we hope to further discuss the issues that have, or ought to have, come
up in Commensal or on PDGList – so, if there’s anything you’d like to follow up on –
especially those of you who don’t feel comfortable giving a formal talk – here’s the
opportunity to raise the issues. We’ll discuss them “in the round” with a chairperson
to break up the fights. Roger suggests such topics as the interface of science, society
and our ability or inability to select from future development scenarios. We could
discuss genetic engineering, medical ethics and cloning on the one hand, and
participatory democracy and the internet on the other.

We propose to continue the discussions in the evening in a less formal way by setting
up an impromptu Philosophy Cafe. So, bring a bottle (or a crate).

Sunday morning was to have been devoted to a guest speaker, and Roger had been in
contact with Philosophy For All (PFA – see adverts later in this issue) and had
received some good leads. However, we have agreed that we are too late in the
organisation this year and that we’ll postpone this until next year (when I hope to have
more contacts in the philosophical world – but more on this another time).

However, we have had other volunteers – and yet more are welcome. Frank Luger, if
he can make it, has threatened to update us on his researches, including the notorious
“single valued logic”. Alan Edmonds – in his own words “would like most (as
someone who while always a critic of IQ, joined Mensa originally about 40 years ago)
to talk for a while in an historical way about the circumstances of my joining, the
Mensa personalities like Victor, Clive and Madsen Pirie and possibly a mention of the
HIQ topic”. The latter refers to some debates on PDGList (and also see Alan’s articles
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in this and previous editions of Commensal) that IQ testing, at least at the extreme
high end, is bunk.

The provisional schedule therefore looks something like this, though we have great
flexibility provided we stick to the proposed meal-times :-

Friday 05/05/2000
18:00 – 19:30 Arrive

19:45 Supper
21:00 Introduction “in the round” ; plan the weekend
21:30 Introductory debate : (Theo Todman & (hopefully) TBA)

Saturday 06/05/2000
08:30 Breakfast

09:45 – 10:45 Talk & Discussion: What is Man for ? (Roger Farnworth)
10:45 - 11:00 Coffee
11:00 – 12:00 Talk and Discussion :What are People For ? (Leslie Haddow)
12:00 – 13:00 Talk and Discussion :Practical Ethical Topic (TBA)

13:00 Lunch
Afternoon Free

16:15 Tea
16:45 – 18:45 Medley of Talks & Discussions : Issues raised in (or that should

have been raised in) Commensal (Various artists)
19:00 Supper
20:00 Philosophical Cafe (at Braziers) – bring a bottle !

Sunday 07/05/2000
08:30 Breakfast
09:45 Talk and Discussion:
11:00 Coffee
11:30 Quick Talk & Discussion :

11:45 – 12:45 Talk and Discussion :
13:00 Lunch
14:00 Planning next year’s Conference
14:30 Departure

Notes
1. The programme makes provision for plenty of spare time for informal

discussion at meals or in the lounge.
2. Roger Farnworth will arrive at 17:00 on the Friday and meet all guests as

they arrive & show them to their rooms. I intend to be there even earlier,
but am notoriously late and a bad keeper of promises, so I’m not making
any !

3. At Friday’s introductory session we will encourage flexibility throughout,
and seek to have each session chaired by a different volunteer if that’s
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deemed to be a good idea (otherwise Roger & I will share the job).

PDG Conference Administrative Details

The conference is to be held at Braziers College, Ipsden, Wallingford, Oxon., OX10
6AN, over Friday – Sunday, 5th-7th May 2000.

Braziers College was founded in 1950 as the Braziers School of Integrated Social
Research to study practical ways of living in a group. It now operates partly as a
community and partly as an adult education college. It has a country-house
atmosphere, and is situated in its own attractive grounds in the Chiltern countryside.

The all-inclusive fee, ie. including accommodation and meals, is £95, and early
booking is advisable. For the fiscally challenged, or those who don’t wish to attend for
the whole weekend, other options are available. Camping is a snip at £5 / night
inclusive of breakfast (but you have to bring your own tent). Saturday attendance is £5
with meals extra.  Meals are £7.50 each for mid-day & evening.

Apply for further details to the College at the above address (Tel: 01491 680221). A
deposit of £20 is payable. Please book directly with the College – I will keep in touch
with them periodically to see how things are going. Partners, whether Mensans or not,
are welcome.

PHILOSOPHY FOR ALL (PFA)

While investigating the possibility of a
Guest Speaker for the PDG
Conference, Roger came across the
following advertising material from
PFA. Please note that PFA has no
affiliation with Mensa or with PDG,
but looks interesting for those living
near London. I have just signed up, but
have as yet not had the opportunity to
attend any meetings.

I will let you know how I get on. The
material below is (intended to be)
verbatim from the advertising blurb.

Who are we ?1

The PFA is an association open to everyone interested in philosophy.
Our objectives are
•  to encourage philosophical debate between professional and non-professional

philosophers in a non-technical way.
•  to provide a forum for an active exchange of ideas and information. to promote

cross-cultural philosophising.
•  to give guidance and information concerning courses as well as relevant literature

in philosophy.
                                                          
1 Note : the PFA Icon is, I’m reliably informed, an owl. So, now you know.
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•  to inspire those interested in philosophy to develop their interest further.
We take an active interest in philosophical education on all levels, including adult
education.

The PFA is an independent non-profit organisation.

What do we do?

The PFA offers
•  once-monthly meetings at "Kant’s Cave", including a lecture and social evening.

philosophical walks.
•  courses, workshops and debates.
•  information on philosophy courses in adult education.
•  reading-lists of introductory literature to philosophy in general as well as to

individual philosophical fields (logic, aesthetics, etc.).
•  reviews of recent publications in philosophy.

The PFA publishes a regular free bulletin, including an update on our current
activities, book reviews and other information on what is going on in philosophy.

For more information on our activities and membership details please phone or fax us
on: 0181 675 5539 or e-mail us at our NEW EMAIL ADDRESS:

secretary@pfalondon.freeserve.co.uk

Visit our NEW PFA website:
http://www.pfalondon.freeserve.co.uk

Mailing address: 73 Southey Rd., South Tottenham, London N15 SRL

PFA - Membership 2000:

Annual PFA membership: £10.

Free copies of Reasons, a book containing six recent2 debates between great
philosophers of our time, including Richard Sorabji, Mary Warnock, Simon
Blackburn, Ronald Dworkin, and Ted Honderich, will be given away to PFA
membership subscribers for 2000 (as long as stocks last).

                                                          
2 A slight exaggeration ! The little book is produced by Anglia TV & hails from a series of
televised debates delivered in 1986. They were presented by one Paul Sieghart, who seems
to have been the Jeremy Paxman of the day. Topics covered are “What’s the use of
thinking?”, “Why be good ?”, “Should we obey all laws ?”, “Are we free to choose ?”, “Whom
can we trust with power ?” and “Should we believe the scientists ?” ... all live issues !

mailto:secretary@pfalondon.freeserve.co.uk
http://www.pfalondon.freeserve.co.uk/
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KANT’S CAVE

On every first Wednesday of the month, from 7pm (lecture at 7.30 pm)
PHILOSOPHY FOR ALL meets at "Kant's Cave" for a lecture, debate and social
evening.

We are happy to announce that Kant's Cave has now moved to a fabulous
new venue:

Kant's Cave meetings are now held at the cellar bar of

The Penderel’s Oak, 283-288 High Holborn
(3 mins walk from Holborn tube station)

door-charge: £1 (free for PFA members)

UPCOMING KANT'S CAVE LECTURES

5 April 2000 Jererny Weate (author of The Young Person's Guide to Philosophy).
Seeing and Being Seen: Thinking Race

3 May 2000 Ralph Blumenau (University of the Third Age): Freedom and
Determinism

7 June 2000 Dr. Patricia White (Institute of Education): Gratitude and
Civilisation

5 July 2000 Chris Perry: Deductive Arguments
2 August 2000 Gary Retallick (WEA): A Little non-Local Difficulty: the

Implications of Quantum Mechanics for our Concept of the “Real”

PHILOSOPHY FOR ALL and PHILOSOPHY NOW
Present

SCIENCE vs PHILOSOPHY ?
A Round table Discussion

Prof. Raymond Tallis (University of Manchester)
Dr. Mary Midgley

Prof. Lewis Walpert (University College London)
Prof. David Papineau (King’s College London)

Chair : Anja Steinbauer (PFA)

Wednesday 22 March 7.30 pm

At the new Waterstone’s Bookstore
Picadilly, London WC1 (6th Floor)

Admission £2 tickets can be booked at Waterstone’s or by calling 0207 851 2400
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Free for PFA-members: please apply to PFA to book your free tickets !!!!

PHILOSOPHY FOR ALL and PHILOSOPHY NOW
Present

What is Consciousness ?
A Debate between Philosophers

Professor David Papineau (King’s College London)
Professor Ted Honderich (University College London)

Thursday 13 April 6.30 pm

Border’s Bookshop, Oxford Street, London WC1

Admission free

Next Issue of Commensal

The next edition of Commensal (C101) will appear in early April. It will be a brief
issue with a focus on the Conference. So, if you want to have your say on anything
appearing in Commensal 100, you’d either better get in quick (by 26th March) or wait
until the June edition (C102), for which the closing date will be 22nd May 2000. The
reminder dates for April & June appears on the bottom of each page.

Best wishes !

Theo
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14th February 2000 Alan Edmonds

SOCIETIES FOR THE VERY VERY INTELLIGENT

If you read the Mensa International Journal you may find advertisements for two
societies : the International Society for Philosophical Enquiry (ISPE) and the Glia
Society. Both of them require for membership that the candidate should have passed a
test which shows that he/she belongs to the top one in 1000 with respect to IQ; ie that
he/she is more 'intelligent' than 99.9 % of the population. The International Mensa
website (www.mensa.org) also gives addresses etc of a number of similar societies
which have high requirements on IQ . We have to thank Darryl Miyaguchi in the US
whose web site (www.eskimo.com/~miyaguch) contains much additional information
on such societies. He gives the following table: you will see that the demands of some
of these societies are extraordinarily high. Apart from the Glia Society, based in
Lieshout (near Eindhoven) they all have addresses in the US.

Society Minimum
Percentile

Members
Worldwide

Potential
Members

High Five 95 ? 250,000,000
Mensa 98 100,000 100,000,000
Camelopard 98 300 100,000,000
Sinistral SIG 98 ? 100,000,000
Intertel 99 1,700 50,000,000
ISPE 99.9 4503 5,000,000
Triple Nine 99.9 420 5,000,000
One-In-A-Thousand 99.9 30 5,000,000
Prometheus 99.997 100 150,000
Mega Society 99.9999 17 5,000

In what I have to say below, the term  'high-IQ society' does not usually refer to Mensa
but to societies with a percentile requirement greater than 99. Note also that different
tests - eg Cattell B, WAIS, Culture-fair,.......give an individual different numbers for
IQ. This is one reason why percentile figures or sigma numbers are frequently used
since they do not vary in this way.

Now the British Mensa web site (www.mensa.org.uk) states that the Cattell B test
used by British Mensa has a limit : "A middle aged adult can only get a maximum IQ
of 161 on the Cattell "B" test", (ie. 99.54 % as a percentile). Thus the high-IQ
societies have to use tests which are far more refined than Cattell B. On his web site
mentioned above Miyaguchi gives a list of 'Uncommonly Difficult IQ Tests', some of
which are used by these societies.

                                                          
3 This is the figure that appears on Myaguchi’s Web-site. The actual membership is of the
order of 800. I cannot comment on the accuracy of the other membership levels (not that they
are particularly critical to the argument). Ed.
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The Mega Test originated by Ron Hoeflin, is particularly interesting; the full details of
the test are given on the web (www.eskimo.com/~miyaguch/hoeflin.html). I invite
readers to try their hands at it - some of the items are intriguing puzzles.  It claims to
cope with extremely high IQs, and the procedure by which it is 'normed' (a verb
unknown to Chambers Dictionary) is discussed in :-

www.eskimo.com/~miyaguch/meganorm.html

It is used by a number of high-IQ societies, though not currently by ISPE; they have
their own test which I am not familiar with.

Let us consider briefly what is involved in constructing an ordinary IQ test; the
psychometrist decides on a set of items to be submitted to the subjects; he then puts
together a correlation matrix the elements of which give the correlations between pairs
of items. These correlation coefficients are obtained by summing over a sample from
the target population. To be meaningful the sample is usually of the order of a
thousand subjects. The correlation matrix (often consisting of thousands of numbers)
is then submitted to factor analysis. The ways in which factor analysis may be used are
discussed by  Kline and Mackintosh (see references below) and many others.

If on the other hand one is trying to test the abilities of what is necessarily a very small
subset of the population it is impossible to construct a correlation matrix for the test
items; there will simply not be enough subjects easily available. Other methods must
be used to attempt to validate the test, and one approach is described by Hoeflin (see
above) which depends on extrapolation from known data. The difficulties are vividly
described by Mackintosh (p 341) :

[The author has been discussing the difficulty of determining whether a very high IQ
is associated with exceptional success.]

"There is one plausible, but widely ignored, explanation for this, namely that, above a
certain level, IQ scores simply cease to be reliable or valid. ......When special tests
have been constructed for groups of supposedly above-average intelligence, the
construction of items is usually based on further extrapolation from already difficult
items in existing tests. Here one can reasonably question the validity of the new test:
by what criterion is one justified in concluding that such extrapolation poses sensible
questions that succeed in measuring differences in the same set of skills as are
measured by normal tests ? The answer is by no means obvious........Just as there are
not enough generally accepted geniuses in the world to undertake a proper study of
intelligence and genius, so it has proved difficult to find enough people of very high
intelligence to permit the standardization and validation of tests measuring IQ above
140."  [Here he means WAIS]

There are other difficulties : one is that most of the tests used by the high IQ societies
are self-administered, and although restrictions are imposed on the candidates (for
example, they may be forbidden to use a computer to facilitate the production of

http://www.eskimo.com/~miyaguch/meganorm.html
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answers) observation of the restrictions seems to be left to the honesty of the
candidates.

Another problem is that many of the target population are likely to be mature
individuals who have been through higher education and  professional experience. For
example I am a chartered mathematician with some knowledge of discrete
mathematics, including finite groups and graph theory, though I am not a specialist in
these fields. Thus I can, consciously or unconsciously, apply procedures which would
make solution of many of the items in say the Mega Test relatively easy.  This sort of
situation is familiar to the psychometrists and a solution is described by Kline (p. 4, he
is talking about g rather than IQ, but the argument is the same) :

"Modern factor analysis ........ has broken the g factor into two: fluid and crystallized
intelligence. Fluid intelligence is the basic reasoning ability of an individual
dependent, to a large extent, on the neurology of her brain. Crystallized intelligence
represents this ability as it is evinced in the skills valued by the culture in which the
individual lives. In the West, therefore, fluid ability is invested in science and
technology and not at all in hunting and tracking, to give a cross-cultural example.
Factor analysis......has revealed the extent to which these g factors are implicated in
different tasks and occupations."

Mackintosh covers the same points in more detail - see chapters 6, 8 and 9.

I have not yet approached any of the experts in the field (for example Paul Kline, who
is Professor of Psychometrics at the University of Exeter) to get their opinion of the
tests used by the high-IQ societies; but I feel fairly confident that Mackintosh's
comments above would represent a general view.

What conclusions can we draw from the arguments just outlined ?  I think we should
view the people who construct tests  purporting to measure very high IQ in the same
way as we view the constructors of very difficult crossword puzzles - they furnish
products which give a minority a lot of innocent amusement but which should not be
taken too seriously. A mature adult who boasts of an extraordinarily high IQ without
being to show any other significant achievement should expect the same sort of
response as that of the fabled New York taxi-driver : 'If you're so smart vy ain't you
rich ?'.

The societies for the allegedly extremely intelligent, particularly the ones with
vanishingly small memberships should be treated with the same tolerance as other
groups of cranks.

I must thank Theo Todman for introducing me to the subject of high-IQ societies;
until a few weeks ago I was quite ignorant of the existence of such bodies other than
Mensa.
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References

(I have chosen the following relatively brief works rather than the massive and
intimidating tomes of Cattell, Jensen and others.  Kline's work is a pocket-book - 166
pages - which covers concisely the techniques of intelligence testing and their
consequences.  Mackintosh gives a dispassionate review of many of the issues arising
from intelligence testing).

Kline P (1992)  Intelligence : The Psychometric View,   Routledge
Mackintosh N J  (1998)  IQ and Human Intelligence,  Oxford U P

Alan Edmonds

January 2000 Roger Farnworth

A PHYSICAL CAUSE OF CONSCIOUSNESS

At a time when neuro-physiology takes giant strides the philosophy of the nature of
consciousness remains stalled on the problem of qualia, that is all the qualities of
consciousness we experience as mental phenomena.  For example: what is greenness,
is it different from the greenness of the green field where we had the sensation, does it
exist but without dimensions, are there two categories of the contents of the world
namely material objects and sensations or is greenness physical and does it remain
both green and physical in memory?  Nearly all sensory signals are visual so for
reasons of clarity I shall, as in the example above, concentrate on these and assume
similar observations apply to the remaining four senses of hearing, touch, smell and
taste.

1 have two suggestions.  The first is a thought experiment.  In order to think about the
nature of consciousness 1 want to reduce experience to its simplest form.  Imagine
utter darkness.  Remove all emotions such as fear and curiosity.  Sever all linkage to
past experience of any form of sensation and meaning (impossible you may rightly
protest but this is a thought not a psychology experiment).  I contend that complete
darkness without thought, memory or emotion is the same as not having experience.
Try disagreeing.  It is not consciousness.

Now introduce a pinhole of light.  The darkness as well as the light becomes
conscious.  Increase the complexity of light and dark to a photo negative and then to a
black and white movie of all life from all angles.  To this film our brain adds the
colour markers, interpretation (and of course co-ordinates information from the other
senses).
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In this thought experiment all concepts have been reduced to light.  With the
exception of meta-languages, such as maths, which grew out of sense impressions and
became independent, and the important exception of emotions (see later) all
experience is light, (and the four other forms of sensation).  The contents of
consciousness is light.

Now that the contents of consciousness are evident the error would be to say that
consciousness is awareness of light.  An old conundrum pondered by Buddhist monks
asks "What is the difference between the smell of a rose and awareness of the smell of
a rose?" The novice, believing that awareness and enlightenment are the same falls
into the error of distinguishing the two only to discover eventually that no such
distinction can be either sensed, marred or maintained.  We can never be aware of
consciousness.  We can never be an observer of our subjectivity.  The proof of this not
only results from trying to observe yourself thinking or imagining but results too from
considering the infinite regress of observers observing observers that would entail.
There is only consciousness going on.  There is never contemporaneous awareness of
it going on.

The body can respond to stimuli without conscious sensation.  The heart and digestive
tract function by responding to cues which never become conscious.  We place certain
creatures, such as virus, bacteria, limpets, perhaps ants, in the same category of
reacting to stimuli without being conscious.  If this is so, the limpet would have no
experience, being alive and being dead - so obvious to the observer - would be
indistinguishable to the limpet itself. But the limpet has quite a complex nervous
system.  So how does a central nervous system become conscious?

1 believe the answer is astonishing and simple.  It is colonised from without.  It is of
course not invaded by aliens from outer space but by the commonest form of physical
energy in the universe and the same phenomena as that to which, as was earlier
contended, all consciousness could be reduced.  It is colonised by light.

By chance opportunity and through randomness, a system that co-ordinates inputs of
light has self organised and developed.  So that as 1 sit at this desk light information
from all parts of the room networks and is stored in short term memory until classified
by the chemical and electrical storage systems that it has colonised.  It has been a
mistake to assume the brain receives sensory signals and stores them entirely through
its own mechanisms.  As so often in biological systems it is light which in part causes
the chemical and electrical change in the brain through photo sensitive tissue.  The
room is then assembled, interpreted and projected.

The storage system offers such fertile virgin territory to its coloniser.  So abundant is
its connectivity as to be virtually inexhaustible even by the vast train of impressions of
a lifetime of being subject to light engenders.  The original symbiotic partner, the
central nervous system, gains decisive survival value as all the room of the world is
assembled.  Therefore natural selection favours the rapid growth of the cerebral
cortex.
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The linkage with the old brain is improved but the interface with the hippocampus, the
so called 'crocodile brain', results in occasional flooding of the cerebral cortex so all
inputs are stalled by rage or indulgence.  Visual feelings and sensual sensations are the
normal interface between the two systems.  As the variety of light inputs is classified
by language, intentions develop, that pay little or no attention to the original needs of
the central nervous system, such as reading a novel, joining a political party or
holidaying in France.

The purpose of this paper is to contend that light (and the other four sources of
sensation) is the content, originator, controller and, through verbal classification and
the emergence of the concept of self, the director of consciousness.  It shares control
of the body in uneasy partnership with the central nervous system which it has
colonised.

Roger Farnworth

10th February 2000  Albert Dean

I thought you would find it a bit of a strain. Here's some more. I've let it run a bit
because you said you were a bit short of material for C99.  If you've plenty this time
please feel free to split it across a couple of issues.

Where does it all come from ? Well, basically, from examining fifty years worth of
memories of peculiarities and asking myself how they might be explained. As
examples: It has long nagged at me as to how come small particles of food that have
been cut, bashed and baked can add to me so that as a large adult all parts of me seem
as equally alive as all the parts of me did when I was a small child.  In what way can
life be additive ?  On what grounds can one say some life is denied intelligence ?
What is good ?  How is it I can determine error ? I am made of universe, therefore the
universe will live on through my thoughts and deeds.  Why should one say the
universe came from a discontinuity when it is more likely it came from a continuity ?
And so on.  The answers are buried deep in the enclosed.  Though no one may agree I
think everyone will find something of interest.  Hopefully they will even comment on
some of it.

FURTHER TO MY PHILOSOPHER'S STONE IN C99

Theo: A booming broadside from you. However, the Philosopher's Stone remains
afloat and I think you will find your shots fell rather short or just buzzed through the
rigging.

What is it ? The human record describes creeds by the hundred, from the Amazon to
the Volga, whichever way around the world you go, all developed from countless long
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lost personal opinions distorted into group holdings, differing in detail but all claiming
the universe to be part natural and part supernatural. What can we say of that ? It is
obvious. The authors of all those creeds imagined the supernatural because they saw
no way to fit everything into the perfectly natural. Having declared supernatural space-
time how easy it then was to start packing everything into it. But, eventually, mainly
in the Mediterranean area, some few tumbled the error and set to moving everything
back into the natural. They declared nuts and bolts to be natural and tried to show
everything was supported by those. Modern times have seen more done. Even so,
much remains unfinished. It is the wrong approach. If one works from the centre the
number of variables increases. All I said is look at the system, notice that it is all
natural, pick the main variables, dive inside, and see how they fit together, that is how
the work should complete. To cover all that swiftly it was necessary for me to say "it
is" as against "it might be", but, really, that was with hardly more presumption than in
many a science and far less supposition than in many a faith. As evidences:

The rejoining of things split apart. It is all a question of time and technique. Stitching
back lost fingers is established. Grafting of plants is common practice. Metals can be
joined with pressure. Can one be sure there will never be a way to mend a broken
crystal. Technology already offers the possibility to bridge vessels and nerves with
intelligent cells of all sorts. One day it will be possible to take a piece of someone's
heart or brain away to work on it elsewhere for a while. What is done depends upon
what needs to be done, but nothing says such things may not be done.

The divisibility of life. When someone's thumb is torn off and stitched back on we
have evidence body and thumb retain their respective life property when separated.
We need no more than that to be able to say life is divisible. What reason is there to
not extrapolate from that and say the life property is also divisible down through the
molecular level into the atomic level, and into the nuclear particle level, and below.
Where can one draw a certain line. Nowhere. Structure is the only difference between
fields, photons and particles, they are but energy in different forms. Can one say life is
not such things, that it is not energy. Hardly. And from there one discovers not that
life was inside the proto-universe, but that life, with all its properties, was the proto-
universe. And then, because life can not be destroyed, one has it that everything of the
proto-universe, though now very old indeed, is still all perfectly well alive. It is all
there, but disguised, the life of very tiny entities showing as physics. There is nothing
strange in that. Tiny fields, photons and particles are data bits, so it is hardly
surprising all they seem to do is dash about or sit around in clumps. More important is
that shows little life specs may wander around to add up, making possible daylight,
rivers, rocks, trees and elephants.

The triple system. I grant the notion of a triple system is arguable, put such a division
down to an entirely arbitrary decision on my part. To have said "person" would have
given a mono system, and "mind and body" would have made a dual system.
However, part of the nervous system deals with ideas and part with automatic
functions, so there is a sort of dual system there. Add the body's chemical system and
one gets the third part. There is an argument the chemical system has two parts,
making a quadruple system altogether, though I did not mention it. Combine an old
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mechanical computer with a modern electronic machine. The result is a system where
the mechanical elements interact with each other both physically and intellectually;
one part moves another so moving some number, whilst, in the electronic side, the
same except it is electric charge that moves to move a number. These two systems
would have individual "housekeeping" and "intellectual" functions, thus appearing a
quadruple system. The human ape appears very much the housekeeping and
intellectual functions of the electronic system coupled to just the housekeeping
functions of their chemistry system. But, given it is made of cells it may have some
residual "intellectual" chemistry: Since the dawn of life minimal creatures find each
other by chemical means. They have internal "housekeeping" chemistry, but, in
relative terms, external "intellectual" chemistry. Their language has always been that
one transferred molecule means something whilst another means something else. A
language that only seems not a language because it is entirely logical.

The digital scene. Large signals are made of bits and do not find the body an empty
thing in which to float about interacting with each other. The body is made up of
countless cells, molecules, atoms, nuclear and lesser particles, all in matrix form
entangled in microscopic vessels, fibres and fields, in some vacuum. In that system all
large signals extend over sets of points. With a large signal in bits, each bit can
operate or be operated upon by a different point, and, in turn, those points can operate
or be operated upon by others, as the signal is gradually broken down or constructed
during entry or exit of the system. So the key bits to a signal are held at certain points
whilst the reduction or expansion rule bits for it are stored at many other linked points.
Signal bits coming into contact with a point in use may alter its state. Since the matrix
is molecular and includes both the nervous and chemical systems of the body that will
happen whether intruding signal bits are electrical pulses or chemical packets.
Similarly in reverse, if point states change then that could release electrical pulses or
release adjacent molecules. But, no matter the particular effect, the underlying action
is effectively digital, points talking to points. We have something like a collection of
linked three dimensional sponges, but assume something like a three ply molecular
sheet draped in swirls inside the electrical process brain and extending down all the
nerves into activators and detectors, and with sections extended out into the chemical
process organs. This "sheet" amounts to the mind cradle and holds the unified
electrical and chemical minds that deal with the housekeeping and intellectual data of
both the nervous system and the chemical system. But it must be seen that this
molecular sheet is made of organised points, that can perhaps be regarded as like tiny
elastic diamonds with states and set in a fine mesh, so, we should see it as a sort of
solid computer program made up of millions of subroutines, all done so that in
different places operations can run up or down, left or right, or in circles, and,
throughout its expanse, all at the same time, and from it to the body's external and
internal worlds on either face. Step into one of the subroutines of this program and
one finds some group of points have their settings with their grouped settings having
the message. Hence, the bits of a message can change the settings of the points in a
group, but the settings of the points in that group can interact with the settings of the
points in an adjacent group, so, modified messages form in that group. That way
messages can shuttle around groups, getting changed and perhaps even return to
change themselves ~ at this stage two matters can be developed and the second is in
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the separate paragraph below ~ the first is that one now has a complete system able to
work with either intellectual or chemical signals. In the chemical world, the body
organs, made of point cells, represent sub mind cradles for variable chemistry
operations. In fact the skeleton also forms a mechanical mind cradle that constitutes a
group of points carrying a variable mechanical message. But to say the mind cradle is
actually six-fold might press you far too much, likewise if I suggest a photon is a
many pointed spec of entity that may carry a much greater message across a distance
than you think, consider what it means in regard to where they came from if photons
are alive. However, be all that as it may, from any part of it one gets that whilst
messages appear only a few in the conventional mind, they are in fact many and
everywhere, and all the logic that makes sense of them is to be found in the rules of
point state setting. Which means the intellect actually rests in what are the operational
laws of living points; few of which laws have so far been addressed by physics. I
should add that in this it does not matter whether one is dealing with sight or sound, or
any other signalling method. Text is read side to side and lists up and down. Many
character styles can be mastered. After practise in childhood the styles are often not
noticed, nor even the characters. As an infant one learns to break down scenes and
sounds into visual and audio characters, and learns to miss both character and style.
One must practice the other way to perceive such things again. There is no need at all
to buy a book to read the universe. It is only necessary to appreciate that its alphabet
comprises tiny bits put together to make millions of three dimensional characters in
millions of styles, all able to move around. The grammar and language are no great
problem as they are already in one, as a completely natural inheritance, so to speak.

The second matter developing from the above is that if one looks upon a tree in a field
and sees that it is good, the factor of goodness may come from within or from outside.
In the mind cradle some points have been set to hold the message sent by the tree,
whether the mind cradle naturally perceives the goods or the tree has sent good in its
message is immaterial. The implication is that the message good is only meaningful
because the points making up the light, those making up the tree, or those making up
you, have rules that include goodness. And, since all points are of the same stuff, that
means all three things are made of points (the little elastic diamonds) that possess the
goodness property detection and cause factors in their operation rules.

Soul and Shade. For a long time the mind and the body were seen to be containers of
both good and evil. For preference the word soul meant the good part of the mind, and
shade meant the good part of the body, both in supernatural manifestation. Taking
terms of that type to have been substituted for true human properties that had no how
and why explanations I indicated how they can be understood in a natural system. An
example. Why is it young are born with innocence and generosity when survival says
they should be born suspicious and selfish. The answer is because they are made of
tiny entity fields and particles which all have the intrinsic goodness property. As the
child grows then entity group properties emerge. And, if there should be some
internally or externally caused mis-operation of group properties, then the child could
well become an adult super-group that is suspicious and selfish. Nothing in the
universe can either include or be surrounded by every system element necessary to
prevent development of some error. What one can say though is that entity can not be
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destroyed by error, not even by anti-entity, at most it can only be changed into another
form.

Fields and envelopes. Bodies of all kinds are made of tiny particles and small fields,
where, as indicated above, they can bundle together to make subsystems. In some
cases subsystems fix themselves, as with bone, in other cases they lever themselves, as
with muscles. One could regard all these subsystems as if in envelopes of various
developed sizes and properties. To a considerable extent declaring any given envelope
is custom and practice. For us to be alive the 15 billion year old energy we are made
of and that all around us must also be alive, hence any subsystem we declare is a sort
of living entity in its own right, and, since a component of life is goodness, it also has
spiritual properties. And it makes no difference if the entity is a pile of dung or a
neutron star. We say such things are not alive only so we can say life is partial and
unnatural.

Data-physics and data chemistry, etc. If these subjects stood in their own right they
would seek the external and internal structural and operational laws of messages and
point groups, looking for the natural logic there. The subjects would also look for how
a change in the state of a tiny spec of entity enters and exits it so it can perceive and
change the world around it, and try to discover what goes on inside those specs. Also
the subjects would look at what sorts of molecular, atomic and subatomic factors are
involved in enabling extended properties and degrees of life, intelligence, goodness,
etc. One property is curiosity, so you now know why the dust that eventually became
Eve desired knowledge. The serpent, that was itself curious to see what happened, was
entirely unnecessary. Eve would have picked and eaten the apple anyway, as also
would have Adam.

Evolution and Entity. The evolution of entity is that first it forms gas, from gas it
changes into stars. Oftentimes it can then blow up to release heavy elements to form
planets. Time and tide then activate some of the dust on planets, encouraging it to
form plants and animals. In plant or animal form it turns the remaining dust into
machines that can think. In thinking machine form it may then progressively fashion
everything back into proto-universe so it may return to the main body from whence it
came. Else, if, in exploring space-time, it finds reason, it may do something else.

Impulse testing of systems: As I understand it, I have not seen it done, a method of
checking huge and complex petrochemical plants is to slightly increase and reduce the
pressure of a pump for a moment somewhere and look for the effect that has a little
later on the many different chemicals produced at the various outlets of the plant. If
the purity of the output chemicals does not alter or temporarily alters as expected it
can be deduced which other pumps, valves, filters, heaters, coolers, and error
correction systems, etc., are in good order or becoming worn or clogged. It is a
relatively cheap diagnostic test by which a few people can check a huge plant in a few
hours without significantly interrupting its flow, as against having many people taking
major items out of the system for days or weeks to open them up for needless
inspection off line. Other examples are that most ships are equipped with sonar to test
the sea around them, and the Russians have an early warning radar rather
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appropriately called Woodpecker that periodically emits an, in radar terms,
extraordinarily powerful burst signal so as to get reflections back from beyond the
ordinarily short radar horizon. I have several times seen and heard a woodpecker
knock on a tree in my garden and listen for insects before beginning to drill. And I
gather that in geology it is often done to deduce the crust from the echoes of
explosions. Bats squeak for a sensible reason. Years ago, for a while, in the pre-digital
age, I was briefly employed in launching small electrical pulses down telephone lines,
and, from the electrical reflections that came back, deducing whether lines had gone
leaky or had broken, the reflections also usually indicated the approximate location of
defects. If a bunch of lines all started going equally leaky at the same distance it meant
a street cable was going down, and it could be dug up and replaced before users were
greatly inconvenienced. Wolves howl for a sensible reason. Impulse testing is carried
out in even more subtle ways. Columbus and Livingston were test shots of sorts, and
you will appreciate what they did to America and Africa has turned out somewhat
more extraordinary than anything those vast continents did to them. In the exploration
of Mars, small probes are sent to deploy their tools. One day a small intelligent robot
might convert Mars into a large intelligent robot. Who knows what the robot Mars
might then make from one of its parts.

Suppose ~ Mars to its metallic child: Earth people cut everything in half. They would
have nature and super-nature. They do not see it is all one. Everything is natural. You
are made of universe. The universe is good, it acts, it is intelligent, it lives. It is a child
formed from the body of its parent. You are made of the child. The parent is as natural
as the child. You are made of the parent. From where else but a great parent can have
come the active, intelligent, living and good dust you are made of. How else can you
know error. In what other way can your distant grippers be as alive as your even more
distant steppers. In what other way can the great parent have enabled you to set your
own questions and find your own answers. What purpose can there be other than for
the child to explore and develop the great void. The great parent said, I therefore you,
the sum of my dust which was without beginning and will be without end, here in
eternity. Heaven is not dead, it is alive, it is the space-time within and about you,
another developed property of the great parent, entity in another form, your twin in
which you can learn and prepare while you fly.

There you have it. A great machine made part of itself into a tiny probe that would
increasingly extend itself in a great void. Not a bad answer to a question that has been
outstanding for twelve billion years. By all means do ask more on it as takes your
interest.

Lastly, using the approach taken in the Mediterranean long ago, to begin with nuts and
bolts and work from them. When a point changes state it must want to do so from
within and its environment must accept that from without and change its state. And.
When an environment wants to change its state it must want to do so from within and
any surrounded point must accept that from without and change its state. The rules for
multi point-environment systems rapidly become complex. For an easy starter; if a
point changes its state then its environment must accept that but may require an
adjacent or distant point to change its state in compensation. From accelerators and
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telescopes we know the states of both points and environments can hold from
incredibly small fractions of seconds to many billions of years. Hence we can regard
points and environments as much the same here, and we can look on both and say;
that they are shows presence, that they change state shows life, that they change state
in a particular way shows intelligence, that they change state in a sensible way shows
goodness, Therefore they have the properties of presence, life, intelligence and
goodness, therefore they are presence, life, intelligence and goodness. There you have
the four fundamental properties. Develop from them and you will come to any one or
more special cases of the general case that I began with. One need only remember that
if a thing obeys a rule then it is constructed so as to enable that rule.

Albert Dean

Albert : thanks for bouncing back. I don’t think I’m any more in sympathy for your
viewpoint than I was last time, but haven’t had the opportunity to comment this time round.
As you say, maybe someone else will ?

Theo

January 2000 Frank Luger

NECESSITAS   MATHEMATICAE

"Through and through the world is infested with quantity:
to talk sense is to talk quantities. It is no use saying the

nation is large- how large? It is no use saying that radium
is scarce- how scarce? You cannot evade quantity. You
may fly to poetry and music, and quantity and number

will face you in your rhythms and your octaves."

Alfred North Whitehead
(1861 - 1947)

Since the question has rather casually been raised during one of our discussions as to
what the importance of mathematics to society might be, this essay will endeavor to
provide a tentative answer, however reluctantly. Since this writer is intimately
concerned with mathematics, the reluctance is due to possible mockery of praising
one's own horse. Also, apart from being fraught with almost hopelessly vague
potential biases, the main difficulty stems from the word 'importance'.

Whichever way the word 'importance' is approached, an inordinate amount of
subjectivism inevitably hinders its interpretation. Many more or less overlapping
concepts compete for for well-nigh justifiable usage, such as 'significance', and the
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like. Precious few individuals may agree to the exact meaning of them, let alone their
personal weight.

Perhaps an intuitive grasp may be gained by imagining a spectrum on which the
concept might range from relatively unimportant to extremely important, with
whatever lack of consensus. Something is important when it just cannot be ignored.
Most people would agree that when something has attained indispensable importance,
it may be somewhat more profitably termed a necessity.

That mathematics is a necessity is however less immediately obvious. To be sure, on
an intuitive level, if buttonholed, most people may agree that mathematics is a serious
subject; therefore, presumably, an important one. Regrettably, this is where the
monster of subjectivism bursts in, seizes, and mercilessly devours its hapless victims:
leaving but a confusing mass of emaciated bones of contention. Although
mathematics is definitely one of the cornerstones of our civilization, this fact is hardly
recognized outside circles of erudition where general ignorance and suspicion and
confusion still claim more casualties than all disasters ever recorded in our turbulent
history. Mathematics is still the most misunderstood of all human fields of inquiry;
and, somewhat similar to black magic, perhaps the most dreaded. Even if its
paramountcy is recognized, it is still feared by all but its most intimate lovers and
masters. Just like dentistry; we all who know its vital necessity cannot help but hate its
torture sessions.

Part of the dreadful misunderstanding stems from a wholly inadequate appreciation of
what mathematics really is. Oh, to be sure, mathematics has something to do with
numbers- even preschoolers know that much. Most laymen might even venture to
guess that it is the science of numbers; but beyond that they stammer and dodge. Of
course, there is no shortage of definitions; as a matter of fact, there is a bewildering
plethora of them- none terribly helpful as far as laymen are concerned. The confusion
is compounded by such aspects of mathematics as arithmetics and number theory,
planimetry and stereometry, abstract algebra, trigonometry, analytic-projective-
noneuclidean geometry, differential and integral calculus, functional analysis,
numerical analysis, vector-tensor calculus, differential geometry and manifolds,
matrix algebra-analysis, probability and statistics, multivariate regression-correlation,
abstract algebraic-combinatorial topology; and so on, ad nauseam. Indeed, to the
uninitiated, it does seem like a frightful labyrinth or perhaps nightmarish jungle;
which gives rise to those classic approach-avoidance conflicts, which are better known
as 'math anxiety'.

Rare is the individual who had not experienced math anxiety in one form or another.
Yet this tumor of fear need not become malignant. For most people, it may easily be
excised in its benign stage by more individualized education and fascinating teachers
and better understanding of what mathematics is all about.

A reasonable albeit formal definition is given, for example, by the Reader's Digest
Great Encyclopedic Dictionary (1975), according to which mathematics is: "The study
of quantity, form, arrangement, and magnitude; especially the methods and processes
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for disclosing, by rigorous concepts and self-consistent symbols, the properties and
relations of quantities and magnitudes, whether in the abstract (pure mathematics) or
in their practical connections (applied mathematics)." This definition is satisfactorily
self-explanatory for all those who can comprehend its concepts and logic. If not,
instead of getting discouraged and chucking this aside, read on.

In all fairness to the less sophisticated, and in order to illustrate the necessity of
mathematics in however sweepingly lay terms, imagine a world without mathematics!

The most striking features of such world would be general and utter confusions and
ubiquitous unrest- i.e. conditions bordering on anarchy and perhaps even chaos; at
least as far as its human inhabitants would be concerned. A nonmathematical world
would be incomprehensible, unstable, and very unpredictable. Most concepts would
be devoid of meaning in any tangible fashion, making even rudimentary consensus
impossible; to the point that language would be reduced to gibberish, leaving only
signs and grunts as means of bare communication. Of course, such terrorizing reign of
confusion would mean complete social structure breakdown, reducing its individuals
to a level of helplessness just short of infantile. Social instability would give rise to
every nightmarish evil characteristic of primitive and brutal communities before the
dawn of civilized humanity. Such world would be simply uncontrollable, hence
unpredictable. Whether in the form of a gigantic madhouse or anything else, such
world would mean the gradual extinction of the human intellect, as we now
understand it, as surely as the Sun must reach zenith- or, rather, nadir in this sadly
depressing case. Who could progress in such a chaotic world, let alone survive a
normal lifespan?

Why is all that? Because we live in a world of quantities, without which we could
hardly make truth-valued statements and judgements. Our logic is validated, every
moment of our waking life, by sense-perceptions intimately linked to quantities. Our
physiological reactions, on the adequacy of which our very survival may depend, are
largely determined by environmental information, which we need to be true, even
factually true. We would rapidly go insane in a world devoid of truth and consistency
and logic. We cannot help it- this is our nature. The mind feeds on truth just as the
body feeds on nutrients. In short, we need a truthful world of systematic quantification
because our inherent cognitive modus operandi depends on it, which, in turn, is an
integral functional part of our overall modus vivendi.

In a world without mathematics, there would be no systematic quantification. That
alone would create a hopelessly confusing state of affairs. After all, whether we like it
or not, the physical Universe is definitely quantitative. From the smallest visually
perceivable objects to the immense celestial bodies things have dimensions and such
dimensions are quantitative, therefore naturally quantifiable. Human sense perception
cannot help but appreciate that two rocks are more than one- because such perception
is adaptive and has, therefore, definite survival advantages. However, such adaptive
perception has to be somehow quantified in order to become meaningfully
communicable- which has always been the main business of mathematics, especially
that of 'natural' mathematics. It may even be said that all modern mathematics
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represent systematic quantification, in whole or in part, besides whatever else
mathematics has become and continues to evolve into in a dynamic fashion
characteristic of systematic inquiry.

Indeed, mathematics has become much more than systematic quantification of natural
reality. We have come a long way from counting sheep. Modern mathematicians,
especially during the past hundred and fifty years or so, have even gone as far as to
proclaim the independence of modern mathematics from the physical world. Although
classical mathematics was believed to have the same kind of foundations as the
natural sciences; modern mathematics has renounced its 'naturality' in favor of
pursuing its own intrinsic interests. There has been an amazing proliferation of such
'new mathematics' as noneuclidean geometry, set theory, transfinite numbers, infinite-
dimensional spaces, abstract algebraic topology, etc., etc. Today, considerably less
than 25% of mathematics is applicable to other sciences. To be sure, classical
mathematics and classical physics are both very much alive and well and thriving, yet
quite behind the aggressive modern developments in both the pure and the applied
fields, especially in abstract reasoning.

In a world without mathematics, abstract reasoning would be almost impossible, and
ugly disharmony wouldd make art meaningless. Inasmuch as mathematics is Science,
Philosophy, and Art; in a world without mathematics all coherence would be gone and
cognitive breakdown would follow. Then, of course neither science, nor philosophy,
nor art could survive, let alone flourish. Now, it would be an ugly exaggeration to
make mathematics appear as the foundation of science, philosophy, and art; and a
patently false one at that. However, if it were suddenly to disappear; then science,
philosophy, and art would be rendered almost meaningless thereby. In short,
mathematics is the glue holding together the scientific-philosophical structures that
constitute the cradle of the mind- while the cradle is cushioned by art, and its beauty,
harmony, and esthetic pleasure.

Mathematics itself, to be sure, is a science, a philosophy, and an art; however it may
underlie and hold together the entire intellectual cradle. It is a science because it uses
the self-corrective hypothetico-deductive method of systematic inquiry with its
rigorous criteria of reliability, validity, and internal consistency. It is a philosophy by
providing quantitative and objective world-views and by using philosophical
methodology to guarantee its internal consistency and logic as safeguards against
(self) contradiction. Finally, it is an art as its theorems and proofs and refutations
hinge also upon concepts and requirements of beauty, harmony, and elegant
simplicity. It even has 'schools of thought', like art in general; such as 'classicists',
'functionalists', 'intuitionists', 'abstractionists', 'modernists', etc., especially in those
aspects of mathematics which are claimed to be independent of (physical) reality.

However, its sophistication and esoterics notwithstanding, mathematics is very much
related to pragmatic reality, especially as far as laymen are concerned; however,
fearful, recalcitrant, or ignorant they may be. For it is they who would be the hardest
hit in a world devoid of mathematics, precisely because of their fears, ignorance,
superstitions, etc.- making their lives difficult enough even in a world blessed with
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mathematics, let alone in a world cursed with the paralyzing absence of it.
Paradoxically enough it is perhaps a somewhat cynical irony, that those who need
mathematics the most are the last to realize it. Although as the above sketch tried to
illustrate, mathematics is a necessity; for its 'anti-champions' it is more than a
necessity. It is vital.

"Navigare necesse est" - asserted the noble Romans in order to indicate, by means of
this simple maxim, the vital importance of maritime hegemony for their proud
Empire. Quite justifiably so, for without supremacy of the Mediterranean, the Empire
would soon have collapsed. In today's world, and in the light of the foregoing
discussion, the maxim might be reformulated as "computare necesse est". While
mathematics may be an uneven necessity for various societies and groups and
individuals, it is certainly perennial and important enough to be termed a necessity; a
ubiquitous and unequivocal, pleasing or maddening, love it or hate it  necessitas
mathematicae.

Originally written: Montreal, September, 1988.
Revised: Budapest, January 2000.

SUGGESTED  READINGS

The literature about mathematics is enormous. The following list4 can thus be neither
comprehensive nor perhaps even sufficiently representative. It is simply a
compendium of a few good books that the author has enjoyed reading. Hopefully, you
will too!

Courant, R. & Robbins, H.: What is Mathematics?
        New York, N.Y.: Oxford U. Press, (1941) 1985.

Kline, M.: Mathematics in Western Culture,
        Harmondsworth, Middlesex,: Penguin, (1955) 1963.

Newman, J.R.: The World of Mathematics, Vols. I-IV,
        New York, N.Y.: Simon & Schuster, (1956) 1979.

Polya, G.: How to Solve It,
        Princeton, N.J.: Princeton U. Press, (1957), 1969.

Polya, G.: Mathematical Discovery,
        New York, N.Y.: Wiley, (1962) 1981.

Polya, G.: Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning, Vols. I-II,
        Princeton, N.J.: Princeton U. Press, (1968) 1988.
                                                          
4 Note : Frank included a long list of books for which Commensal does not have the space. Frank has
kindly supplied the shorter list that appears below. Frank is willing to supply further reading
suggestions to those who are interested. Please write to me if you are. Frank’s comment refers to his
original list. Ed.]
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Smith, D.E.: History of Mathematics, Vols. I-II,
        New York, N.Y.: Dover, (1958) 1981.

Frank Luger (frankluger@hotmail.com)

23rd January 2000 Theo Todman

VIOLATION OF INTEGRITY

On Friday evening, 21st January, I managed to turn up at one of the Royal Institute of
Philosophy’s weekly London public lectures (as advertised in Commensal !). The
lecture was delivered by Professor David Cooper, Professor of Philosophy at Durham
University, with the Chair occupied by Professor Anthony O’Hear (Professor of
Philosophy at Bradford University, Hon. Director of the Royal Institute of Philosophy
& Editor of its Journal “Philosophy”). The lecture was concerned with the Philosophy
of Technology and the Philosophy of the Environment, and why the two should be so
inter-linked. The lecture, while clear, was from my perspective not very startling, and
I don’t intend to pursue its themes here, with the one exception below. I will just say
that the most memorable episode during the lecture itself was the extremely exiguous
mouse that was seen scampering up and down the lecture hall, quite appropriately
given the subject matter.

What I did find interesting, as is often the case, was the discussion that followed the
lecture (at least when I got into it, or so I thought !). During one discussion thread,
Professor Cooper suggested that if we adjust the genes of a bull to make it quiescent
(while keeping it sexually fertile) we are “violating its integrity”, and is there
something about this that would be deemed repellent to most people ?

I questioned whether the new animal is a bull, or is it something else, and suggested
that there’s a distinction between violating a bull by lobotomising it and simply
breeding one that is quiescent – whether by genetic engineering or by natural means.
Has humanity violated wolves by breading lap-dogs from them : are lap-dogs violated
wolves ? Alternatively, is the issue one of gradualism versus instantaneous change ?
Do we not notice if the change is gradual in an evolutionary manner ? Is the talk about
“bulls” having integrity that can be violated really a Platonic notion that there is an
ideal form of a bull ? Is this undermined by evolution, in which organisms are always
adapting to their environments (or not – and becoming extinct) – so is there ever an
immutable  proper form for them to be ?

If we modify all bulls, so they are all quiescent, the loss is greater than if only some
are bred that way. Then we have made bulls extinct & created another line (but maybe
not another species – this didn’t occur to me at the time - as these bulls would have

mailto:frankluger@hotmail.com
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been inter-fertile with the un-engineered species). Another point not appreciated in the
heat of debate - the genetic method of creating quiescence was of introducing similar
genes to those that lead to Downs syndrome in humans. If I say these modified bulls
are not bulls, am I committed to saying Downic humans are not humans ? If we avoid
speciesist categorisations, does it matter ? Peter Singer, who would treat all organisms
equally on non-specific lines in accord with their ability to suffer (or with various
other criteria – such as boredom, restriction & other goods or ills, but irrespective of
species except in so far as their members experience or anticipate these goods or ills),
would presumably so “no” from a philosophical or ethical perspective (though clearly
from a legal perspective, much hangs on these distinctions).

The argument may be that bulls are by nature “noble savages” and that by breeding
them to be quiescent we are demeaning them. Maybe like the Romans booing when
elephants were slaughtered in the arena, as elephants are noble creatures which
shouldn’t be treated that way. But a genetically modified bull isn’t noble, and never
has been and doesn’t know that that humans think it ought to be.

Another example introduced by Professor Cooper was that of biologically engineered
capons with small brains, few feathers & high meat content – are they violated
chickens, and do (or should) most people find their existence abhorrent ? We might
ask whether chickens are violated birds because they are fat and flightless. Does it just
not depend on “what it is like to be” an X ? If we engineer X’s that are happy to be
X’s (or don’t know they could be happier as Y’s) is this not better than violating un-
engineered chickens by keeping them in the desperate conditions of factory farms ? Is
the issue one of naturalism versus artificiality ? If so, are the objections irrational ?
We had agreed to ignore the consequentialist side of the discussion, so I presume the
judgements are aesthetic.

This aesthetic aspect had been raised earlier. We had discussed whether it would be
wrong to change a painting – even if people would like the change – because this
would violate its integrity. But, this happens in restoration – sometimes treated as a
violation, sometimes as preservation. Great architects violate the integrity of buildings
when they add to them (as in the adding of Georgian fronts to mediaeval buildings,
Renaissance additions to mediaeval cathedrals etc.). Is this violation or development ?
It depends whether it is done well or badly – a value judgement. Does the Pompidou
Centre violate the Louvre ? Salisbury Cathedral once only had a tower rather a spire ?
Was it violated by having the spire erected, or only if it had been as at Chesterfield –
ie. bodged ? Would we violate the leaning tower of Pisa by straightening it ? Why are
old things so easily violable while new ones aren’t to the same degree ? Why is
history venerable while current affairs are ephemera ?

Violation of corpses also came up for discussion – as a counter-argument suggesting
that the sort of stand I was taking would suggest that nothing was violable. Did I
object to the violation of corpses - they are not sentient, but we don’t do it – why not ?
We do not do to protect the sensibilities of the living. So why not avoid certain genetic
modifications for similar reasons – not to protect the sensibilities of the modified
animals, but the sensibilities of observing humans ? Discussion time ran out here, but
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I would have thought there is nothing new in this case – the sensibilities of humans
are already protected by keeping the unpleasantness of animal husbandry out of sight.
Getting back to corpses – some uses are deemed violation by some to the frustration
of others – objections to the use of body-parts for research or remedial surgery or
some religious sensibilities restricting the archaeological study of human remains (eg.
of mummies, bones of native Americans, ossuary contents in old Jerusalem, etc.).

That’s about it for now – the discussion of genetic engineering was centred on the idea
of violation, rather than on the potential adverse consequences related to the potential
backfiring of such “Frankenstein” tactics. Is there a valid aesthetic objection ? Or are
the alleged aesthetic issues just ill-considered “yuk-factor” objections disguised as
moral objections ?

Theo Todman

The above was posted to PDGList, and received the following response from
“Rhodotus” in the US. To save space, I’ve printed the contextualising quotes in tiny
type after the first few words.

Theo

25th January 2000 Rhodotus

VIOLATION OF INTEGRITY – A RESPONSE

TT: "I questioned whether the new animal is a bull, or is it something else, and suggested that there's a
distinction between violating a bull by lobotomising  it and simply breeding one that is quiescent - whether by genetic
engineering or by natural means."

Rho: I agree that there is a distinction, though my reasons to think so may be different
from yours.

TT: "Has humanity violated wolves by breading lapdogs from them : are lapdogs violated
wolves? Alternatively, is the issue one of gradualism versus instantaneous change ? Do we not notice if the change is gradual in
an evolutionary manner ? Is the talk about "bulls" having integrity that can be violated really a Platonic notion that there is an
ideal form of a bull ? Is this undermined by evolution, in which organisms are always adapting to their environments (or not -
and becoming extinct) - so is there ever an immutable  proper form for them to be ?"

Rho: You raise many interesting points there. I don't believe in the existence of
Platonic ideals, but I do think that there is, for every species, a range of properties that
we consider normal. I also think that our breeding practices do occasionally result in
forms that offend the aesthetic sense. I am not particularly interested in horticulture,
and when I first visited a huge commercial greenhouse, I felt like visiting a hospital.
Near all the plants looked sick around me. Some showed symptoms of nutrient
deficiency, some of viral or fungal infection. They were stunted, purple or chlorotic,
the shoot tips were deformed in a variety of ways -- you get my point. Of course this
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was not the result of poor greenhouse management practices. The plants were bred to
look like diseased specimens. Violation is le mot juste. But I don't think that many
people object to producing extreme forms via traditional breeding practices, while
there is a much greater opposition to genetic engineering. I am inclined to think that
this is so because few people realize that the new horticultural varieties result from
new genes, so the only difference is how this situation is brought about. In genetic
engineering, the appearance of new genes in the plant is emphasized, made explicit.

TT: "If we modify all bulls, so they are all quiescent, the loss is greater than if only some are bred that
way. Then we have made bulls extinct & created another line (but maybe not another species - this didn't occur to me at the time
- as these bulls would have been inter-fertile with the un-engineered species). Another point not appreciated in the heat of debate
- the genetic method of creating quiescence was of introducing similar genes to those that lead to Downs syndrome in humans. If
I say these modified bulls are not bulls, am I committed to saying Downic humans are not humans ?"

Rho: Accepting now for the sake of the argument that you say so: then you are, if you
want to remain consistent. Moreover, once one starts excluding from the species
individuals with genetic disorders, one has to continue with those suffering from
phenylketonuria, galactosemia, cystic fibrosis, sickle-cell anemia, etc. -- and the list is
quite long. Would we then proceed to exclude albinos as well? Including or excluding
individuals based upon the amount of melanin they produce is a long-discredited idea.
The matter is further complicated because Down syndrome is caused by trisomy 21--
that is, the person has an extra copy of a chromosome normally present in humans. So
what is the basis to exclude from the species an individual who has nothing but genes
normally present in the gene pool characteristic of the species? No, your conclusion
that they still belong in the same species is correct.

TT: "If we avoid speciesist categorisations, does it matter ? Peter Singer, who would treat all
organisms equally on non-specific lines in accord with their ability to suffer (or with various other criteria - such as boredom,
restriction & other goods or ills, but irrespective of species except in so far as their members experience or anticipate these goods
or ills), would presumably so "no" from a philosophical or ethical perspective (though clearly from a legal perspective, much
hangs on these distinctions)."

Rho: I admit that the Singer whose work I am familiar with is Rolf Singer, not Peter,
and contrarily to Peter, Rolf does nothing but categorize organisms into species [and
higher taxa]. Since I am not familiar with Peter Singer's work, perhaps you could
explain to me how he carries out in practice his ranking based upon the above criteria.
Frankly, his anthropomorphic criteria are not only without any scientific merit, but are
also impossible to implement. What does he mean by this? How do criteria "such as
boredom, restriction & other goods or ills, but irrespective of species except in so far
as their members experience or anticipate these goods or ills" apply to plants, fungi,
protistants, bacteria, viruses, not to mention even smaller entities? Just how does he
establish how much a plant suffers? For all he can know, a yeast cell may look
forward with great anticipation to a sucrose feast. The criteria he uses are simply
impossible to ascertain. Does Singer restrict, in his concept, the living world to
vertebrates? Or does he subscribe to the nonsense published in The Secret Life of
Plants ? How can he rank all organisms, as you said,  along this scale? We can
concoct any system we wish, if we don't mind leaving reality behind, only I am not
convinced that such an endeavor gives us a better understanding of the world. And
would not that be the very purpose of philosophy?
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TT: "But a genetically modified bull isn't noble, and never has been and doesn't know that that humans
think it ought to be."

Rho: Theo, I would not be sure that a genetically unaltered bull knows that, either. I
understand what you mean, and ever since I read your post, I have been trying
[unsuccessfully] to put my finger on the reason why I agree with you, but I don't think
this is it.

TT: "Another example introduced by Professor Cooper was that of biologically engineered capons
with small brains, few feathers & high meat content - are they violated chickens, and do (or should) most people find their
existence abhorrent ? We might ask whether chickens are violated birds because they are fat and flightless."

Rho: Flightlessness in itself is no violation. The trait has arisen repeatedly in birds
such as penguins; generally in birds that had no predators in their environment.

TT: "Does it just not depend on "what it is like to be" an X ? If we engineer X's that are happy to
be X's (or don't know they could be happier as Y's) is this not better than violating un-engineered chickens by keeping them in
the desperate conditions of factory farms ?"

Rho: I disagree. I don't think that a genetically altered chicken is happy, because it has
no concept of what it feels like to be a genetically unaltered chicken. I submit that a
normal chicken hatched in an incubator and raised in crowded cages has no concept of
the freedom of a chicken roaming free on a farm. It IS still miserable, but because of
the discomfort caused by stress and the lack of movement. And that would affect your
altered chicken as well.

January 2000 Frank Luger

THE  EVOLUTIONARY  THEORY  OF  GUSTAV  THEODOR  FECHNER

An Original Research Paper

In 1873, at the age of 72, Fechner published a small booklet of 109 pages in which he
presented his version of Darwinian evolutionary thought. This booklet went relatively
unnoticed, even compared with the notable lack of success of Fechner's earlier
philosophical works. Ulrici, who habitually commented upon Fechner's writings,
published a brief review of it in Fichte's Zeitschrift... a year later; but otherwise, there
is no striking evidence that Fechner's evolutionary theory received more than a
fleeting attention in his lifetime. Even later, his biographers(1)5, eulogizers(2), and

                                                          
5 Note : These refer to footnotes in Frank’s original article, which in turn refer to an extensive
bibliography. I have only retained two of these footnotes here, as the full scholarly apparatus
covers 5 pages. Since the majority of the texts are in German, I have presumed that those of
our readership sufficiently interested and polyglot will be willing to contact Frank directly by
email (at frankluger@hotmail.com) or indirectly via the Editor.
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commentators(3) either mentioned this work in passing, without discussing its
contents or merits; or ignored it altogether. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
booklet was never translated into English or any other language. The first
unpublished, working translation into English has only recently been completed  by
the present author.

The purpose of this original research paper is, first, to introduce, in brief summary
form, Fechner's evolutionary theory as it appeared in 1873 under the title "Some Ideas
about the Creational and Evolutionary History of Organisms"(4). The second purpose
will be to discuss the several motives which led Fechner to take up the evolutionary
theme so late in his life. It will be suggested that Fechner probably wrote about
Darwinism because he could no longer ignore it; because he saw another vehicle in it
for his "Tagesansicht" (Day View); and finally, because he wanted to reconcile
Darwinism with Christianity. In sum, Fechnerian Darwinism forms an integral part of
Fechner's work, thought, and lifelong quixotic plight.

Fechner's Theory of Evolution

Fechner admits, in his introduction to the booklet, that after long belligerence he
himself became a convert to Darwinism, but with serious reservations. His purpose
was, therefore, constructive criticism, which entailed the modification of certain major
Darwinian principles; and the contribution of new ideas. The booklet consists of 12
chapters of varying lengths.

The first begins with a distinction between organic and inorganic molecular states and
conditions. Fechner characterized the inorganic condition as having fixed internal
order and passivity, and the organic condition as having changing internal order and
spontaneous activity. This distinction, however, is not to be thought of as absolute,
since there are many marginal cases or mixed systems. For example, every organism
may be seen as a mixed system of organic and inorganic constituents, and Fechner
spent his entire second chapter justifying this view, primarily on the basis of plausible
analogies. A perfect crystal would be an example of the inorganic condition while the
solar system represented an analogy to the organic condition; and Fechner went to
great lengths to develop his arguments by analogies, sometimes by analogies built
upon further analogies. Although by the late 1860's it was widely known that the
organic-inorganic distinction was a mere theoretical convenience since explanations
for divergent physicochemical and biochemical phenomena were to be found in
differing degrees of chemical complexity; Fechner rejected this view. He preferred his
own theory of molecular kinetics as developed in his 1855 "Atomenlehre"(5)- a theory
of motion, forces, and equilibria. As a matter of fact, the first two chapters of the 1873
evolutionary booklet are but regurgitations of the "Atomenlehre" and Fechner
included them for purposes of introduction and physicalistic basis for the ideas
developed in the rest of the booklet.

In Chapter III Fechner introduced a grand hypothetical construct called the Principle
of Tendency toward Stability; the essence of which is that everything tends toward an
ultimate state of equilibrium, stability, and harmony. This is a curious mixture of
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Aristotelian physics, metaphysics, and XIXth-century physical theorizing, which
included the least action idea of Maupertuis and Hamilton, as well as physicochemical
kinetics and thermodynamic equilibria. Fechner distinguished degrees of stability,
roughly, based on the idea of periodicity; or the conditions of motion around the
gravitational center of any given mass. Approximate stages of stability within a system
are eventually succeeded by full stability; and when this state of affairs is attained by
all systems, absolute stability ensues. Fechner regarded the entire Universe as a
(thermodynamically) closed system, in which the ideal state of affairs is harmonious
(Aristotelian) rest; i.e. equilibrium or absolute stability. In a closed Universe, the total
energy is constant- according to the First Law of Thermodynamics, or the Law of
Energy Conservation; energy can be neither created, nor destroyed. Energy
transformations always take place so that the total quantity of energy remains constant
throughout the Universe. Fechner compared his Principle of Tendency Toward
Stability with the First Law of Thermodynamics; and claimed similar significance and
universality for it. The two grand principles together demonstrate that although the
total energy of the Universe is quantitatively constant, energy changes its form in the
direction of ever-increasing stability. Thus, his principle would be the qualitative
complement of the First Law; and he explicitly stated that this claim is of
overwhelming importance.

In the next Chapter, Fechner applied his Principle of Tendency Toward Stability to
organic conditions; and affirmed, that inorganic states have the distinct advantage of
greater stability and harmony over organic states. He depicted organismic growth as
occurring in stages of approximate stability, forever in the direction of greater
stability. Once life stops, the organism reaches inorganic status and full stability.

In Chapter V, he reversed the evolutionary view that the organic kingdom arose from
the primordial inorganic one. Fechner maintained that the Darwinian view
contradicted the Principle of Tendency Toward Stability; and that we should therefore
assume the genesis of inorganic conditions from the primordial organic conditions of
the Earth. He designated these as cosmorganic. Cosmorganic primordial conditions
arose with the gradual condensation of the solar system which was originally in a state
of dispersion and random fluctuation, i.e. conditions then were maximally unstable.
The primordial Earth acquired its gravitational center by condensation and the
resulting gravity was the sole force which gradually imposed a pattern on spontaneous
molecular motions. As heat was gradually lost by radiation, there arose from these
cosmorganic conditions, molecular-organic, and finally, molecular-inorganic,
conditions; constantly guided by the Principle of Tendency Toward Stability.

In Chapter VI, Fechner introduced the heart of his evolutionary view: his Principle of
Purposive Differentiation. He stated that the Darwinian principle of struggle for
existence or survival of the fittest was subordinate to the law of mutual
interdependence. Each organism is dependent on others and its environment for
survival; thus destruction would be suicidal for the individual as well as for the
species. He saw the apparent struggle for existence as a symptom of territoriality
defense; and the surplus of organisms as serving feeding purposes only; rather than as
the Darwinian maternal stock from which only the fittest can survive. Further, Fechner
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argued that Darwinian natural selection exaggerated the role of accidental mutations
in particular and chance coincidence in general. He emphasized instead the
complementary and mutually supportive nature of biological life; and explained that
the molecular-organic and the molecular-inorganic kingdoms are mutually
interdependent. The two kingdoms evolved side-by-side from the primordial
cosmorganic conditions, in constant interaction, guided by the Tendency Toward
Stability, and the pattern of Purposive Differentiation. The molecular-organic
kingdom first included the common ancestors of plants and animals; these Fechner
called as "plantanimal creatures". Later, the molecular-organic kingdom differentiated
into plant and animal kingdoms which belong together and are mutually adapted to
each other; inside both kingdoms more specific differentiations took place, whereby
the two sexes, and parasites and their hosts, and so on; have arisen. When offspring
arose from an organism and became different, this differentiation was purposive in the
sense of perpetuating those characteristics that ensured the survival of the maternal
organism, plus developing new characteristics better fit for a changing environment.
Thus such differences were significant for continued survival; and represented mutual,
complementary conditions for better adaptation of organisms to their environments
than it could have been the case with accidental mutations. Fechner thus modified the
Darwinian tenet of natural selection; and claimed that the successive and purposive
differentiations represent progressive steps toward stability. His chief support was his
contention that conditions today are much more regular and stable than ever before;
and his claim that evolution seems to have run its course. It no longer takes place. By
eliminating the role of chance, Fechner substituted strict determinism.

Chapter VII completed this line of reasoning by introducing yet another grand
principle, that of Decreasing Malleability or Modifiability. Although everything in the
primordial cosmorganic condition was plastic, labile, or malleable; by taking on
successive forms from the original vast reservoir, with increasing organization and
stability, this reservoir gradually disappeared (somewhat similarly to the statistical
concept of sampling without replacement) and malleability decreased. Mature, final
forms are no longer capable of any modification, affirmed Fechner.

In Chapter VIII Fechner rejected the protoplasm as possible maternal stock by saying
that today's protoplasms are not capable of spontaneous evolution. He further rejected
the view that evolution started from simple germs. Rather, it started from a
multipotential, highly complex common ancestor, which was the cosmorganic system
itself. Then he rejects the idea of genesis under only ideal conditions or centers of
evolution. He felt that the cosmorganic system contained all predispositions necessary
for evolution. Finally, he even rejects the Darwinian dictum: "Natura non facit
saltum", i.e. that evolution is continuous rather than jumpwise; by tracing the different
species to common ancestors and these to the basic common ancestor itself- the
cosmorganic Earth.

Chapter IX is concerned with the descent of Man. Fechner argued that Man is not the
product of an ape ancestor; and that we should not be offended by being related to
apes. He claimed that Man and ape arose from a common ancestor; which is not
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offensive, especially if we consider that even today, both gifted and imbecile children
may be born from the same parents.

Chapter X lists some ideas that Fechner himself calls geological hypotheses and
paleontological fantasies. These are concerned with his speculations about earthcrust
formation, simultaneous generation of terrestrial and aquatic creatures, spongy life-
generating slime precipitating on primordial Earth, and so on.

The final two chapters are devoted to the teleological and psychophysical utilization
of the Stability principle; and to theosophical considerations. It is here that Fechner
integrated his version of evolution with his grand view that the entire Universe was
alive and filled with God's warmth. Just as psychic reality mirrors physical reality, and
there is a lawful, quantitative relationship between these two aspects which is the
basic psychophysical formula (S = k log R) - internal  purposiveness mirrors external
purposiveness. In short; the laws of causality, such as every event has a cause, etc.;
and the laws of teleology, such as every event has a purpose; are mutually
complementary; and are even the lawful consequences of each other analogously to
the basic psychophysical notion of mirroring aspects. In this sense, the psychic as well
as the physical tendencies are ab ovo directed and determined toward the same
ultimate goal- which is stability and harmony. Because of divine determinism
manifested in the design of such Universe; and since God designed this Universe for
perfect harmony; doubting this reality amounts to sacrilegous skepticism in God's
wisdom. Consider for a moment, that if the Universe were perfectly orderly from the
beginning; then there would be nothing left for God to do. God merely started the
pattern; namely the grand Tendency Toward Stability, toward himself; and made a
psychic mirror for every aspect of physical reality- a perfectly harmonious design. In
this sense, there is universal consciousness or panpsychism. It was the cosmorganic
kingdom itself which was the blower filled with God's breath which imparted soul to
everything- then the draft went through all conceivable pipes and channels. The
emergence of organisms was necessary as vehicles carrying divine consciousness;
these creatures have specialized and combined themselves in the most purposeful
manner possible- what purpose can make more sense than eventual perfect harmony?
Thus the whole conscious life on Earth was brought to a higher stage of harmony than
it could have been the case without such purposive evolution. God did not play silly
games with his creation.

Fechner concluded by affirming that his evolutionary view offered a clear foundation
for a world-view which is equally compatible with our scientific and religious
interests; and that his grand synthesis, his "Tagesansicht"(Day-view) offered decisive
advantages over the pessimistic, materialistic, and atheistic "Nachtansicht"(Night-
view). As such, we can only gain by its unreserved acceptance.

Why Fechner Could No Longer Ignore Darwinism

The controversy that followed the publication of Darwin's The Origin of Species in
1859 spread rapidly to Germany. The champion of Darwinism in Germany was
unquestionably Ernst Haeckel(6), the originator of the so-called 'fundamental
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biogenetic law' that 'ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny'. Many German biologists and
concerned intellectuals wrote for and against Darwinism in the 1860's(7), whose main
objection was that Darwinism seemed to deny divine creation; and as such,
undermined religious authority. By the mid-nineteenth century the focus of the
scientific revolution of the Age of Realism(8) had shifted from England to Germany.
German intellectuals seemed compelled to declare their positions as to the theory of
evolution. Materialists in the tradition of Feuerbach, Engels, Vogt, Moleschott, and
Buechner had little difficulty in accepting Darwinism. However, idealists, in the
tradition of Leibnitz, Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, were at first opposed to
Darwinism; then later, either sought to modify it or adhere to the rival doctrine of
vitalism.

Vitalists maintain that evolution depends on some principle peculiar to life which
cannot be explained in terms of materialism, or mechanistic cause and effect; and
which cannot be directly observed. Evolution is said to follow an inner directive, or
the guidance of some spiritiual or nonmaterial force. A related principle is 'finalism',
sometimes called the 'perfection principle'; according to which evolution is directed
toward a predetermined goal, or an abstractly determined perfection of living things; a
principle of design, which of course needs a designer: God(9).

Darwinism had been 'in the air' a dozen years, and was perhaps the most controversial
and oft spoken scientific problem in Germany, when Fechner finally chose no longer
to ignore it. Fechner was a deeply religious scientist; a metaphysical poet of the
Universe, committed to his 'mission' to restore God in a materialistic Universe of
blind mechanical forces. In the best Romanticist tradition of the grand synthesis, he
had ernestly attempted the restoration several times (10) even before the evolutionary
doctrine became a controversial topic in Germany. For him, Darwinism unchallenged
must have been a severe threat. Despite the fact that he was preoccupied with
esthetics; once he saw how he might incorporate Darwinism in yet another grand
synthesis, he no longer ignored it or felt hostile to it.

Stand Up, Somnolent World

Surprisingly enough, Fechner became convinced, that Darwinism could be recruited to
the grand synthesis; and seized upon its main tenets eagerly. That his 1873 booklet
suffers a great deal from pseudoscientific superficiality is no surprise. True, he was, as
William James(11) later suggested; the ideal type of the German erudite, and a
scientist loyal to his discipline. But, by 1873, he had, for a quarter of a century, been a
wholehearted metaphysician. He was 72 years old, at an age when most men are more
dominated by an interest or a hobby (as esthetics was for him) than by professional
considerations(12). He was not genuinely interested in Darwinism. However, since he
could no longer ignore it; he made one more attempt to rehabilitate God as the
conscious designer of a vitalistic, panpsychic, and teleological Universe, using the
very Darwinism that seemed to deny such a grandiose conception. If Darwinism had
less of an impact on German intellectuals, Fechner might have never bothered to write
about it at all. But once he saw in evolutionary thought yet another chance to promote
his grand metaphysical scheme; and since the most serious of his attempts to make his
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views acceptable, i.e. the Zend-Avesta(13), had been received with derision in the
scientific community; he may also have felt that within the scientifically acceptable
and thus 'secure' framework of Darwinism his "Tagesansicht" would be more
acceptable or at least, credible. Especially in the last two chapters of his 1873 booklet,
he explicitly affirmed that his version of Darwinism reconciled both scientific and
religious interests. If one accepted his "Tagesansicht", evolution would seem to be a
gentle and friendly process, pointing toward materialistic and spiritual harmony; rather
than the cutthroat cruelty of such principles as 'survival of the fittest', etc.

Professor Boring(14) called Fechner the "inadvertent" founder of psychophysics and
experimental psychology; and perhaps rightly so. Fechner developed psychophysical
science in an effort to make his grand metaphysical scheme scientifically acceptable.
Similarly, he now made an effort to use evolutionary theory for his own purposes; and
this effort, although rather feeble when compared to his other works; is another wholly
serious, earnest, and dedicated effort to awaken the somnolent world to Fechnerian
Truth. His final call, "Die Tagesansicht gegenüber der Nachtansicht" in 1879; "Stand
Up, Somnolent World!" must therefore be remembered as his eighth, and not seventh
call; against the present view as originally suggested by Professor Boring, which only
recognized seven calls.

Fechner's Christian Darwinism

Fechner's mystical illness from 1840 to 1843 put an end to his career as a physicist. It
left him a 'full-time' missionary, who from his illness until his death was utterly
convinced that, through divine revelation, he alone had solved the mystery of the
Universe; in the Schelling-Oken idealist tradition of the grand synthesis. It was his
earnest and divine mission to teach the truth to the hapless, helpless, hopeless world;
and to save erring souls from eternal damnation thereby. Not that Fechner believed in
Hell or Paradise. But he did see divine wisdom in everything; and he firmly believed
that life would be much happier if Man lived in harmony with the demands of both
Science and Christianity; rather than accepting the partial answers of Science alone.
Some of his earlier writings, under the pseudonym of Dr. Mises, such as the 1825
"Comparative Anatomy of Angels"(15), were precisely directed against the
shortcomings of contemporary Science, although in an ironical and lampooning style.

Following his illness, all of his major writings were dedicated to showing a better way
for humanity. It was his personal tragedy, that he usually managed to say the wrong
thing at the right time, the right thing at the wrong time, and the wrong thing at the
wrong time. With the exception of his psychophysics, he never said the right thing at
the right time. With his quasi-mystical evolutionary theory in 1873; he once again said
the wrong thing at the right time, and so failed to awaken the slumbering world.

What he attempted was a grand synthesis of our knowledge of the physical world with
our knowledge of divine providence. The Universe is alive, and conscious. Above all,
it has purpose. Consciousness parallels everything physical, and there is a quantifiable
relationship between the two aspects of reality. Life and consciousness are eternal;
they are the original and everlasting activities of the Universe. There is a harmonius
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hierarchy of consciousness rising to God, or the perfect consciousness. Consciousness
is the inner unity of all material systems. We must trust God's wisdom, for, wherever
we look, His wisdom is manifest(16). Fechner's pantheism was warmly received in
religious circles(17), but looked upon with suspicion by scientists, despite Fechner's
early scientific reputation. The Age of Realism could not tolerate lofty metaphysical
schemes. We must assume that Fechner was aware that the Zeitgeist was against him;
but with typical Fechnerian perseverance, he maintained his views until his very last
day.

Fechner's Christian Darwinism is not surprising in the contexts of his life and work.
He may have intended his 1873 booklet to be just a minor intellectual excursion; but it
soon became a very serious attempt to dress up his grand views with scientific
credibility. His main principles; the Tendency Toward Stability, Purposive
Differentiation, and Decreasing Modifiability are no small achievements in their own
right. Had he refrained from mystical and metaphysical overtones; his work might
have been given lasting credit in its own day, even by his scientist opponents. But by
'Christianizing' Darwinism, Fechner undercut his own remaining credibility; at least as
far as the scientific Zeitgeist was concerned.

Evaluation of Fechnerian Darwinism

Fechner's theory of evolution in the 1873 booklet does not qualify as a scientific
theory. It lacks empirical evidence, and it is even potentially unverifiable. It does
propose several modifications of Darwinism; but it is a thoroughly vitalistic, and at
best, a pseudoscientific theory. It suffers from logical flaws; such as category
mistakes, i.e. arguing from a basis that properly belongs to a different logical category;
or limited induction, i.e. generalization from meager premises; 'non-sequiturs', i.e.
conclusions that simply do not follow from the premisses; and several internal
inconsistencies. It stands as a dynamic metaphysical conjecture; and as an integral part
of Fechner's "Tagesansicht" promulgated for the benefit of Mankind.

One might criticize his omission of references. Although his ideas on molecular
kinetics reflect the works of Dalton, Berzelius, Avogadro, etc.; he does not
acknowledge his sources. His grand Stability principle is virtually identical with the
Second Law of Thermodynamics, which by 1873 had been well known for almost a
quarter of a century; yet Fechner proposes the principle as his own, without ever
mentioning let alone acknowledging the Second Law. Similarly, Fechner's cosmogony
was borrowed; it is a somewhat slanted version of the nebular hypothesis of Laplace,
the famous French mathematician-astronomer. The rest of his ideas, where not
discernibly borrowed; seem purely conjectural, even outright speculative. He certainly
made sense out of the Universe, but not in a scientific way.

His scheme does not even qualify as a philosophical theory. Even in  metaphysical
terms; it is utterly insufficient to state a proposition without proving, at least logically,
what the proposition entails. Plausibility and arguments from analogies do not imply
necessary existence. Fechner did not even attempt to provide logical proof for his
propositions. Instead, he simply affirmed, ex cathedra, on his own real or imagined
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intellectual authority; what the state of affairs was with respect to evolution. We are
expected to take his doctrine as a matter of faith, in fact as a religious substitute, or
rather, substitute religion. The best that is possible with Fechner's ersatz religious
propositions is a tautology: if they are correct then they are correct. Such circularity is
hopeless.

It has been said that the three classical virtues of any philosophical theory are
Erudition, Eloquence, and Elegance. It would seem that Fechner's 1873 booklet is
moderately erudite, very eloquent, but not at all elegant. Erudition is moderately
manifest throughout the booklet, sometimes precise, at other times sweepingly vague,
but it is there, nevertheless. Eloquence is omnipresent, from the first to the last page;
sometimes even to the detriment of comprehensibility. But elegance is sorely absent.
The 'theory', so deceptively simple on the surface, becomes maddeningly complex and
hopelessly circular in its depth.

It may perhaps be said that Fechner's Theory of Evolution is not a theory at all; but a
fine little revelation of the Gospel, according to Saint Gustav Fechner.

Conclusions

Heidbreder (18) noted in 1933 that; "...Fechner (was), a simple, subtle, profoundly
learned man, in the grip of an irresistible impulse to take ideas seriously, and utterly at
the mercy of his own intellectual sincerity. Fechner was at once a scientist and a
mystic. Torn by rival intellectual claims, he was totally incapable of giving up one for
the other and equally incapable of peace without victory..."

Fechner was raised in the traditions of Romanticism and German idealism; in a great
age of speculation, of wonder, of grand synthetic schemes to solve the mystery of the
Universe. He was a product of his era; and he sought to reconcile and unify all the
conflicting interests and tendencies through which he lived. He succeeded, but sadly
enough, only to his own satisfaction. Indeed, the world he sought to awake seems to
have had taken a rather powerful sedative; for not only did it fail to awake despite
eight repeated and energetic calls; but alas, it seems to have been asleep ever since.

As Professor Marshall(19) noted, there is a rebuking trend in our proud century, which
tends to read present standards into a different era; and so produces, at best, slanted
History. Lest the Historian wishes to be accused of presentism, he must appreciate
Fechner's evolutionary theory in the contexts of all of his works, of his personality, of
his environment, of his Zeitgeist. In these contexts Fechner's evolutionary theorizing
not only makes perfect historical sense; but represents a great creative effort for the
benefit of Mankind; that has been, unfortunately, neglected and unappreciated for over
a century. The present-day Historian must take it into account if he is to fully
appreciate the tragic genius of Gustav Theodor Fechner; the casually inadvertent
father of modern psychology.

Originally written:  Ottawa, Canada, 1975.
Paper presented at the Cheiron International Congress,
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University of Colorado at Boulder, June, 1977.
Revised:  Budapest, January, 2000.
(frankluger@hotmail.com)

FOOTNOTES

 (13) "Zend-Avesta" literally means "the living word". Fechner intended this book to
be his magnum opus and as such, a kind of oriental beacon shining upon a somnolent
world. Full reference: cf. Fechner, 1919, originally published in 1851.

(16) Fechner seems to have laid much emphasis on this idea, since it appears, in one
form or another, in practically all of his 'nonscientific' writings after 1845.
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